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The elastic response of a smectic C elastomer to the three deformations of imposed λxx , λxz and
λzz is modelled using a non-linear theory of a nematic elastomer with embedded smectic layers, and
a rigid tilt of the director with respect to the smectic layer normal. The main focus is the elastic
response after any soft mode of the sample. It is found that the elastomer contracts in the x direction
under λxz shear. On stretching parallel to the layer normal it is found that there is a soft mode that
acts to rotate the director towards the z direction. The deformation of the system after this soft
mode can be reduced to shear perpendicular to the layers and an elongation parallel to the layers.
Experimentally testable predictions of the mechanical response of the elastomer, in particular the
length of the soft plateau and the asymptotic modulus for the elastomer when stretched parallel to
the layer normal. The model is then qualitatively compared to existing experimental literature on
the mechanical alignment of polydomains.
PACS numbers:

I.

INTRODUCTION

Liquid crystal elastomers (LCEs) are polymer networks formed by crosslinking liquid crystalline polymers.
These polymers are typically connected to rigid rod-like
molecules that distort the conformation of the polymer,
for example if the rods are in the nematic phase then the
conformation of the polymer backbones is anisotropic.
The large bulk modulus of these elastomers in comparison to their shear modulus dictates that they are volume
conserving. They display several remarkable properties,
such as soft elasticity which will concern us here. Soft
elasticity refers to the ability of LCEs to deform at no
energy cost, and arises because the deformation can be
performed by rotation of the director, and consequently
the anisotropic shape distributions of the polymers [1–3].
Smectic liquid crystal elastomers are composed of liquid crystalline polymers that form the layered smectic
phase. It differs from the nematic phase in that it has
a very large modulus, B associated with the distortion
of the layer spacing. These elastomers display highly
anisotropic properties because the layer modulus is much
larger than the shear modulus of the polymer network.
There are a large number of smectic liquid crystal phases,
and the corresponding elastomers display a wide variety
of elastic properties. Smectic A (SmA) elastomers have
been shown both experimentally [4], and theoretically
[5, 6] to behave as 2D rubbers when stretched in the
plane, whereas when stretched parallel to the plane they
initially have an extremely high elastic modulus B. After
the strain passes a critical threshold the elastic modulus
falls to rµ. By stark contrast smectic C (SmC) elastomers
are believed to be elastically soft when stretched by a
sufficiently small amount [7–9]. For example when an xz
shear is applied to an SmC elastomer initially with its
layer normal in the z direction, and the in-plane projection of its director in the +x direction it can be softly deformed as shown in Fig. 1. The director rotates on a cone
about z, the unchanging direction of the layer noraml.
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There are accompanying shears λxy and λyz as the rotation proceeds. For the case of imposed λxz the rotation of
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FIG. 1: A soft mode of an SmC elastomer as it is sheared. The
component of the director perpendicular to the layer normal
rotates as the soft mode is performed, as illustrated by the
vector c shown.

the director is complete for λxz = −(r − 1) sin 2θ/ρ. Here
r is the anisotropy of the polymer chains, θ is the molecular tilt of the director, and ρ = sin2 θ+r cos2 θ. When the
rotation is complete, λxy = 0. Some experimental work
on the related spontaneous distortions in SmC elastomers
has been carried out, for example a SmC monodomain
can be heated to the smectic A phase, and undergoes a
spontaneous shear distortion that is reversible on cooling
back to the SmC phase [10]. Theoretically the mechanical
properties of a monodomain could exhibit soft elasticity
even when the macroscopic deformation applied is not
one of the pure soft modes allowed by symmetry. But in
that case soft elasticity is accompanied by microstructure
formation that results in a wider set of deformations that
are also soft [11]. Understanding how the director and
the layer normal respond to an imposed deformation gradient in SmC elastomers are key to understanding how
the elastomer deforms. The competing requirements of
conserving the layer spacing and reorienting the director
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to accommodate the imposed deformation gradient result
in sympathetic shears. This picture is complicated by the
presence of boundary conditions at the clamps that result
in a complicated mix of deformation gradients.
The aim of this paper is to study the response of a SmC
elastomer beyond soft deformations. The effect of constraining boundaries, responsible for the formation of microstructure, is ignored, instead focusing on the physics
of the monodomain deformation. The effect of three different deformations applied to a monodomain, chosen to
have a non-soft response, are considered. Comparison is
then made to experimental literature by considering the
alignment of polydomain samples.

II.

FREE ENERGY DENSITY IN SMECTIC C
ELASTOMERS

To model SmC elastomers the following free energy will
be used [5, 7]
f=

1
2 µTr

h
i
2
λ · `0 · λT · `−1 + 12 B (d/d0 − 1) ,

EXAMPLE DEFORMATIONS

Three examples of imposed deformation are considered
to develop an intuition for the elastic response. These
are depicted in Fig. 2. These three deformations were
a)

b)

c)
z
k0

θ

n0
x

in smectic A elastomers [12]; consequently our main focus
is B/µ → ∞. It is also assumed that volume is conserved,
i.e. det(λ) = 1 as a consequence of the even larger bulk
modulus of the rubber, K. The moduli are ordered as
follows: K À B À µ. In this model layers are anchored
strongly in the matrix and thus deform affinely with it.
Thus the response of the layer normal, initially given by
k0 , to the imposed deformation gradient λ is k = λ−T ·
k0 /|λ−T · k0 |. The accompanying layer spacing change is
given by d/d0 = 1/|λ−T · k0 |, and the director is given by
n0 initially and n currently. The layer spacing expression
along with det(λ) = 1 for volume conservation, are both
highly non-linear and render Eq. (1) into a complicated
form. Since the deformations are large the non-linearities
cannot be ignored and 1 has been shown to well describe
the complex, non linear distortions of SmA elastomers
[5]. The director and the layer normal are related by
<
the tilt angle of the director, θ, (typically ∼ 22◦ ). It
is also assumed here that the tilt angle of the director
with respect to the layer normal is rigidly fixed. It is
conventional to denote the direction of tilt by the unit
vector c which is in the plane perpendicular to k, i.e.
c · k = 0. The director is then given by
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III.

(1)

where µ is the rubber modulus, and B is the smectic layer
modulus. The first term is that of a rubber with only the
underlying nematic rubber free energy. The second is the
cost of changing the layer spacing from its equilibrium
value, d0 . The mean square distribution of the Gaussian
polymer chains is described by the step length tensor
` = δ+(r−1)nnT . Experimentally, the value of B/µ À 1

n = k cos θ + c sin θ.

The free energy density has the free vector c to be minimised over. Mathematically it is awkward to do this
minimisation in general because of the constraints on the
direction c, and the resulting Lagrange multipliers that
must be calculated.
We show below how B and µ separately enter the free
energy density, before eliminating the effect of changing
layer spacing (B → ∞). The main features of the SmC
behaviour can be are exhibited with a rigidly fixed layer
spacing.

(2)

λxx

λ xz

λzz

FIG. 2: Imposed deformation; a) elongation perpendicular
to the layer normal, b) shearing perpendicular to the layer
normal, c) elongation parallel to the layer normal.

chosen to exhibit the responses of SmC elastomers to
imposed deformation gradients, for their simplicity and
for their experimental relevance. The uniaxial extension
experiments have been performed on nematic elastomers,
and the simple shear has been used in the alignment of
SmC elastomers. The director orientation was chosen
so as to, as far as possible, avoid any softness of the
deformation. The first two cases that are analysed here
(imposed λxx and λxz ) the layer normal remains fixed,
simplifying calculation of the vector c, as it must remain
fixed in the xz plane. In the last case of imposed λzz the
director and layer normal move, but its motion can be
simplified. The axes used here are: layer normal along
the z-axis, and c initially pointing in the x direction.
A.

Imposed λxx

This case is the simplest of the three considered here,
and is analytic. The deformation gradient occurring as
a result of the applied λxx deformation is upper triangular, as the director remains in the xz plane. Here the
following deformation matrix will be used


λxx
λxy
λxz
λ =  0 1/(λxx λzz ) λyz  .
(3)
0
0
λzz
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The orientation of the director remains fixed during deformations of the form of Eq. (3). This is consistent with
the analysis of a SmA elastomer where the layer normal does not move when a strain perpendicular to the
layer normal is applied. Consequently, the components
λxy and λyz are zero. These assumptions were confirmed
by a numerical minimization of the free energy density.
Substituting in the resulting deformation tensor into the
free energy density expression together with
n0 = n = (sin θ, 0, cos θ)

2

− 1) ,

(6)

On minimising the free energy density Eq. (7) with respect to λxz the following is obtained
(r − 1)(λxx − 1) sin 2θ
.
2ρ

(8)

Note that the sympathetic shear is of negative sign, i.e.
it is in the opposite sense to the tilt of the director. In
a nematic the opposite sign of shear (positive) would be
expected as the director rotates toward the extension direction. Here the elongation in the x direction acts to
extend the polymer chains, whereas the compensating
xz shear reduces their extent, thus lowering the energy
of the system, and resulting in a negative shear. An illustration of this is shown in Fig. 3.
Substituting the minimum values back into the free
energy yields
µ
¶
1
2
1
(9)
f = 2 µ 1 + 2 + λxx ,
λxx
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1.4

1.6

1.8

λxx

Experimentally it is observed that B/µ À 1. In keeping
with this it is now assumed that λzz = 1 and Eq. (5)
becomes (up to additive constants)
µ
1
f = 21 µ λ2xx + 2
λxx
¶
¢2
1¡
+
ρλxz + 21 (λxx − 1)(r − 1) sin 2θ
. (7)
r

λxz = −

λxz

(r,
θ

1

(5)

B + 2µ
.
B + 4µ

(r, θ
)

−0.1

−0.3

where ρ = sin2 θ + r cos2 θ. The Poisson’s ratios of a
SmC elastomer can be obtained from this free energy expression by first minimising with respect to λxz and then
calculating the small strain response in the z direction to
an imposed x strain. The result is the same as the SmA
case
ν=

(r, θ)
=

(4)

produces the following
µ
1
f = 12 µ λ2xx + 2 2 + λ2zz
λzz λxx
¶
¢2
1¡
+ ρλxz − 12 (λzz − λxx )(r − 1) sin 2θ
r
+ 12 B(λzz

0

FIG. 3: Sympathetic shear strains resulting from applying
a uniaxial elongation in the x direction (lines labelled with
the appropriate model parameters). An illustration of the
elastomer is provided above the graph of the (r, θ) = (5, 0.5c )
case.

i.e. a 2-D rubber elastic response, with an elastic modulus of 4µ, rather than the usual modulus against extension of 3µ. Suppression by the layers of contraction
along z means, since volume is constant, greater contraction along y and hence the extra energy.
This analysis is only valid for extensional deformations
(λxx > 1). If the system were compressed then theoretically it would be soft, because the director rotates around
in the plane of the layers towards y, thereby shortening
its natural length in the direction of compression.
If this deformation is applied using two clamps to
stretch the sample, then because of the sympathetic shear
response microstructure will form. However if it is not
possible to form the required microstructure to allow the
sympathetic shear, then the modulus of the sample will
be different. If λxz = 0 in Eq. (7) then the system is
even stiffer than the corresponding 2D elastomer, with
an elastic modulus (∂ 2 f /∂λ2xx |λxx =1 ) given by
µ
4+

(r − 1)2 sin2 2θ
4r

¶
µ

(10)

The measurement of this modulus would provide an indication of whether the system is able to form the required
microstructure to lower its elastic modulus.

B.

Imposed λxz

This case has the same free energy expression as the
imposed λxx case considered above. However, the sympathetic shears are now being driven by a different matrix
element. As in the case above, the sympathetic shears
will be a sub set of those that occur during the soft mode
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because the director is now static. The deformation gradient tensor is taken to be of the form


λxx
0
λxz
(11)
λ =  0 1/λxx 0  .
0
0
1
The free energy density is the same as Eq. (7). Minimisation with respect to λxx is required and results in a
quartic equation for λxx . Whilst this quartic is soluble
by radicals, the solution does not provide much insight.
Some information about the nature of the solution can
be gained by substituting λxx = 1 + ². Minimising the
resulting free energy with respect to ² results in
²=−

(r − 1)λxz ρ sin(2θ)
.
1 − (r − 1)2 cos 4θ + r(r + 30)

(12)

Note that ² is negative, i.e. the sample contracts along
the direction of shear displacements. This is consistent
with the imposed λxx behaviour pointed out in the previous example. The modulus in this case is given by
4ρ2
µ.
ρ(r − ρ) + 3r + ρ

(13)

For large λxz (typically λxz ∼ 5) it can be shown that
the sympathetic λxx response behaves asymptotically as
·

λxx

2r
∼
λxz (r − 1)ρ sin 2θ

¸1/3
.

(14)

starting point for the analysis. Note that the soft mode
of a SmC elastomer in this geometry is in stark contrast
to the response of a SmA elastomer which has a very
high modulus when stretched parallel to the z direction,
followed by an abrupt change in elastic modulus from B
to rµ due to the transition from stretching the layers to
shearing them [5].
The first question addressed here is the final position
of the director after the soft mode has ended. In general
one would take the direction along which the elastomer
is being stretched, p, and then maximise the quantity
p · R · λ(ξ) · p, where R is a rotation matrix and λ(ξ)
1/2

If this deformation is then followed by the body rotation
R by α about the y axis, then the α that maximises the
λzz component is given by

The slope of the nominal stress–strain curve tends to
ρ2
µ,
r

(15)

i.e. the sample always hardens as it is stretched. This
result can be related to the stiffness of the sample when
stretched along the z axis, calculated in the next section.
An illustration of this behaviour is shown in Fig. 4
If the layer normal and director are not fixed, then the
sample simply rotates, since a λzx component necessarily
has to be introduced into the deformation gradient.
Experimentally this deformation is difficult to apply
because the region around the clamps must not contract.
It is also observed that the sample starts to buckle when
large shears are applied to it. However, the above example is important in the analysis of an imposed λzz
because, by multiplication of suitable rotation matrices,
the two problems can be related to one another, as we
will now show.
C.

Imposed λzz

In this case the elastomer is initially soft, which complicates the analysis here. Soft modes in response to imposed λzz have been analysed in detail elsewhere [6, 7];
here we simply look for the end of the soft mode as a
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−1/2

is one of the soft modes of the form λ(ξ) = `n · `0
where n lies on the intersection of the unit sphere and
a plane as described in [7], and illustrated in Fig. 1. In
the geometry currently under consideration, it is clear
that the director must rotate through π about z from its
initial condition to the final state. The body rotation R
must have its axis parallel to the y axis.
The in-plane soft mode after a π rotation of the director is given by


1 0 − (r−1)
sin 2θ
ρ
.
(16)
λ=0 1
0
0 0
1

tan α = −

(r − 1)
sin 2θ,
ρ

(17)

with α of the opposite sense from θ. The soft mode ends

1
(r, θ
)=

0.9

λxx

(r,
θ)

0.8

=

(2, 0 c
.5 )

(5,
0.5 c
)

0.7
0

0.5

1

1.5

2

λxz
FIG. 4: Sympathetic contractions resulting from applying a
simple shear in the xz component (lines labelled with the appropriate model parameters). The dottted (blue) line shows
the small strain approximation of (12). An illustration of the
elastomer is provided above the graph of the (r, θ) = (5, 0.5c )
case.
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when the deformation along the z direction is
s
(r − 1)2 sin2 2θ
λzz = 1 +
.
ρ2

0.08
1.14
1.12
0.06

(18)

γ

1.06
λmax
zz
1.04

0.02
γ
0

This angle is angle is small for typical material parameters: for θ ∼ 25◦ and r ∼ 2, then γ = 3.24◦ which
happens to be near the r ≈ 2.2 where γ vanishes (i.e.
where the shear angle can be identified with the tilt angle. In general it is not zero, so the director is not in
general aligned with the z-axis. The reason for the difference between the orientation of the director and the
stretch axis is another manifestation of the difference between the director angle observed in x-ray scattering, θX
and the tilt of the elastomer under shear θE , as shown
theoretically in [13], and experimentally in [10].
For completeness we give here the deformation matrix
for the end of softness of the system when stretched parallel to the z-axis


ρ
√ 2
0
0
ρ +(r−1)2 sin2 2θ


0
1 √
0
.
λsoft = 


ρ2 +(r−1)2 sin2 2θ
(r−1) sin 2θ
√
− 2
0
ρ
2
2

1.08

0.04

0

0.1

0.2

0.3

1.02
0.4

1
0.5

θ
and the final angle
FIG. 6: The extent of the soft mode λmax
zz
of the director to the z direction at the end of the soft mode
as a function of the molecular tilt, θ, for r = 2.

The form of this matrix is enough to uniquely determine
the soft mode. Inclusion of upper triangular elements
serve to make the soft mode non-unique by allowing rotation of the sample about additional axes. The free
energy can be minimised directly by using the simplex
algorithm. The director loops around on the surface of
a sphere so as to maximise the extent of the soft mode
along the z direction (Fig. 7). Note that during the soft

k0

ρ +(r−1) sin 2θ

An illustration of the angle between the stretch direction
and the director and the extent of the soft mode as a
function of the anisotropy, r is shown in Fig. 5. The same
quantities as a function of the tilt angle, θ are shown in
Fig. 6. These analytical predictions have been tested
by minimization of the free energy density numerically,
using the simplex algorithm.

λmax
zz

Consequently the angle of the director to the z-axis can
be calculated as
·
¸
(r − 1)
γ = θ − arctan
sin 2θ ≡ θ + α.
(19)
ρ

1.1

n0
n
k

3
1.5

1

γ

2
γ
0.5

0

λmax
zz

2.5

1.5
λmax
zz
0

1

2

3

4

5

1

r
FIG. 5: The extent of the soft mode λmax
and the final angle
zz
of the director to the z direction at the end of the soft mode
as a function of the anisotropy, r, for θ = 0.5.

The route taken to this final state can be calculated numerically by using a lower triangular deformation matrix.
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FIG. 7: The path of the director (grey) and the layer normal
(black) when the SmC elastomer is stretched parallel to the
layer normal. The sample in this case has r = 2 and θ =
0.5c = 28.6◦ . It is plotted up to λ = 2 here, and the soft
mode ends at λzz ≈ 1.3

mode the director, n, the layer normal, k and the stretch
direction, z are not coplanar. At the end of the soft mode
the three vectors are coplanar, and the director lies in the
xz plane. The subsequent sympathetic shears, which are
consequently reduced to just one off diagonal element,
are now calculated.
Once the soft mode has ended then the subsequent director motion is confined to the xz plane, and will move
in such a way as to align the layers with the stretch direction. As a result the mobility of the director no longer
needs to be considered, and this mode can be decomposed, just as for a SmA elastomer. The total deforma-
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tion tensor from the initial state including the soft part
Ry (α)λsof t followed by Ry (ξ) takes the form

Λxx 0
0
Λ =  0 Λyy 0  ,
Λzx 0 Λzz


(20)

where Λxz = 0 since displacements in the x direction
while applying a σzz stress leads to torques that counter
the displacement. Such shears are absent in deformations
of nematic elastomers for the same reasons [2]. After
the soft mode has finished then the deformation can be
decomposed as follows in the limit B/µ → ∞
Λ = Ry (ζ) · λ · R†y (α) · λsoft ,
|
{z
}

(21)

where Ry (ζ) is a rotation about the y-axis and



λxx
0
λxz
λ =  0 1/λxx 0  .
0
0
1

(22)

(r − 1)
sin 2θ − λxz
ρ

(23)

and thus
λxx

Λxx = p

1 + tan2 ζ

Λyy
Λzz

1
=
λxx
q
=
1 + tan2 ζ

λxx tan ζ
Λzx = − p
.
1 + tan2 ζ

(32)

This expression reduces to that of the SmA elastomer
for θ = 0, and is also similar to the asymptotic modulus
given for the xz shear in the previous section.
The threshold that was observed in the SmA case is
clearly no longer present in the SmC elastomer. This
is illustrated in Fig. 8, which shows numerical calculation of four nominal stress strain curves, again using the
simplex algorithm, for different tilt angles of the director
and anisotropies of the polymer chain distribution. The
stress strain curves show first a soft plateau at zero stress
and then a singular rise in the stress as the sample begins
to deform by shearing the the smectic layers.
IV.

POLYDOMAIN ALIGNMENT

(25)
(26)
(27)

Λyy =

(28)

Λzx

(29)

The angle of the layer normal to the z axis can also be
deduced
p
tan ζ = Λ2zz − 1,
(30)
from which the director angle follows by subtracting θ.
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After the soft mode (when Λzz is greater than the expression of Eq. (18)), then λxx deviates from 1.
Asymptotically the nominal stress on the z-face required to extend the elastomer tends to

(24)

It can then be deduced that
1
Λxx Λzz
p
= −Λxx Λ2zz − 1.

where the λxx component has been mixed into the xz
entry. The components of this deformation tensor can be
substituted into the free energy density given in Eq. (7)
resulting in
µ
1
1³ p 2
1
f = 2 µ λ2xx + 2 + 1 +
ρ Λzz − 1
λxx
r
´2 ¶
1
.
(31)
+ 2 (1 + λxx )(r − 1) sin 2θ

σ ∼ µρ2 /rΛzz .

In this decomposition the sheared state of Eq. (16),the
end of the in-plane soft deformation, is stretched in the
x direction and sheared in the xz plane and then rotated
about the y axis to reach the final state. The operations
of Eq. (22) are elementary ones of Fig. 2 (a, b).
By equating the Λxz component to zero it can be deduced from this decomposition that:
tan ζ = λxx

Using Eq. (26) and Eq. (23) to fix the λxz component in
terms of Λzz and λxx then the resulting effective simple
shear and elongation applied to the sample is


p
λxx
0
− Λ2zz − 1 + λxx (r−1)
sin 2θ
ρ
,
λ =  0 1/λxx
0
0
0
1

Since liquid crystal elastomers were first fabricated,
construction of monodomain samples (single crystals) has
been important experimentally so that, for example, the
elastic properties of the material are not obscured by the
effects of the polydomain-monodomain transition. In nematic elastomers the two principal methods of alignment
are by applying a strong magnetic field during crosslinking [14], or employing a two stage crosslinking process,
whereby the sample is initially weakly crosslinked and
then a second crosslinking stage is carried out with the
sample under a load [15]. For liquid crystal phases with
more complicated order such as the cholesteric and smectic phases, a more involved alignment process has been
developed. For smectic A systems, a two-stage crosslinking procedure is carried out, just as for the nematic case,
but during the final stage the aligned sample is cooled
into the smectic state. In SmC elastomers it is particularly difficult to obtain a monodomain, because of the
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(r, θ
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0c ) S
.
0
,
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c)
.25
(2, 0
=
)
(r, θ

σ/µ

0.4

c

0.2

5
c
.5 ) 5, 0.
(
(2, 0
=
=
)
(r, θ
θ)
(r,

0

FIG. 9: A polydomain SmC elastomer with aligned directors
as shown, but with all possible layer normals that maintain
the correct tilt angle with respect to the director. The polydomain is aligned by stretching perpendicular to a particular
layer normal as shown, that is at an angle of 90◦ − θ to n.

)

tion gradient used was a lower triangular matrix
1

1.2

1.4

1.6

1.8

λzz
FIG. 8: Four nominal stress - strain curves for an elastomer
with B/µ = 60, (r, θ) given on the relevant lines. An illustration of the elastomer is provided above the graph of the
(r, θ) = (5, 0.5c ) case.

angle between the layer normal and the director. If the
sample undergoes a second crosslinking whilst under uniaxial load, then a chevron microstructure results [16].
Two ways of applying a mechanical deformation to obtain an SmC monodomain have been reported. A second
uniaxial elongation can be applied to the chevron structure at a specified angle to the layer normal. This has
the effect of removing all but one of the layer orientations
[17]. Another method is to apply a shear deformation to
the chevron texture, which again has the effect of selecting out a particular orientation for the layer normal [18].
Here we look at the effect of uniaxial deformations and
shears on a collection of domains to see if the applied
deformation can align the directors independently.

A.

Alignment by uniaxial extension

This method of formation of monodomains was employed experimentally in [17], where a sample was reoriented using a secondary elongation λ2 = 1.6. The geometry of this method is indicated in Fig. 9. To investigate
this method of alignment the effects of a uniaxial elongation on a collection of domains trated independently
and with the orientations of director and layer normal as
shown in Fig. 9 was investigated the layer normals, k sit
on a cone about the common director n. The deforma-
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λxx
0
0
λ =  λyx 1/(λxx λzz ) 0  ,
λzx
λzy
λzz

(33)

where the Cartesian axes are as shown in Fig. 9. Note
that this matrix would not be permitted for a monodomain with an imposed λxx as discussed in §3. However, because we are considering a domain within a polydomain sample more freedom in the deformation gradient
has been included. The λxx component was then imposed and the remaining elements and the angle of the
c vector in the plane perpendicular to k minimised numerically, using the simplex algorithm. The results projected onto the xy plane are shown in Fig. 10. Note that
the paths of the director move around on closed loops,
whereas the layer normals are all attracted towards the z
axis. The robustness of this result was checked by reducing the number of elements in the deformation gradient
that are minimised over. It was found that similar results
were obtained if any one λij componets has constrained,
however if two or more were constrained then the layer
normals did not have enough freedom to rotate up to the
z direction.
Typically, rather large strains were required to realign
the system, approximately λ = 8 or more. This is considerably more than those reported in [17]. It is also larger
than the strain of λ = 4 reported in [19] to untwist a helical superstructure by a uniaxial strain in a smectic C∗
elastomer. The discrepancy between these results may be
explained by the additional constraints on neighbouring
domains in the polydomain due to compatibility. Alternatively a microscopic redistribution of the macro-scale
strain may occur as the polydomain is elongated. The
domains that are close to the fully aligned state take
up a much smaller fraction of the macro-strain than the
neighbouring domains that are further from being in the
fully aligned state. The latter deform at lower energy
cost and in taking a larger fraction of the macro-strain
suffer much larger microscopic (local) strains.
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FIG. 11: A polydomain SmC elastomer with aligned directors as shown, with all possible layer normals on a cone that
maintain the correct tilt angle with respect to the director.
The polydomain is aligned by shearing perpendicular to the
director as shown.
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are all migrating to the north pole, and the directors
tilted toward the x direction.
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FIG. 10: The top plot shows the paths of the layer normal,
and the lower plot shows the paths of the director projected
onto the xy plane, as the system is realigned. The value of
the deformation λxx along a particular path is marked, and
some contours of equal λxx highlighted. Here r = 2, θ = 0.5
and B = 60.
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Experimental geometry

kz
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Shearing polydomain samples using a rigid frame has
used experimentally to construct monodomains in [18].
This is a two stage crosslinking process where a shear
angle of around 30◦ (= tan−1 λxz ) is applied before the
second crosslinking, corresponding to a simple shear of
λxz ∼ 0.5, followed by an annealing cycle. Here the initial
distribution of layer normals is shown in Fig. 11. In this
example it was possible to use a much more constrained
deformation gradient: λ = δ + λxz xz, only minimising
over the angle of c perpendicular to the director.
Since the effect of the shear deformation is rotation
about the y axis it was found that half of the layer normals rotate to the north pole on the unit sphere, and half
to the south pole. We illustrate the two halves separately
here.
The paths of the layer normals to the north pole are
shown in Fig. 12 a). We again see in this figure the large
values of the deformation required in this approximation
to align the monodomains. Ultimately the layer normals

http://www.e-lc.org/docs/2007_09_30_06_40_42
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FIG. 12: The paths of the layer normal and director respectively, projected onto the yz plane, as the system is realigned
by a shear deformation indicated in Fig. 11 (a) k to north
pole, (b) k to south pole. The value of the deformation λxz
along a particular path is marked. Here r = 2, θ = 0.5 and
B = 60.

The longer paths of the layer normals to the south pole
are shown in Fig. 12 b). The associated director paths
are far more complicated, but eventually end up tilted
along the −x direction. The symmetry of the director
and layer normal (n → −n and k → −k) dictates that
the north pole and south pole populations, and their associated directors are equivalent. Note that the discontinuity in the director path in Fig. 12 b) occurs because
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the directors jump from nx to −nx in order to reach their
final position.
Note that whilst the layer normals can respond here
without the need for sympathetic shears, the division
of the population into two halves may explain the need
to anneal the sample experimentally to obtain monodomains.
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of the shear performed, as illustrated in Fig. 13. This
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FIG. 13: A polydomain SmC elastomer with aligned directors
as shown, but with all possible layer normals on a cone that
maintain the correct tilt angle with respect to the director.
The polydomain is aligned by shearing perpendicular to the
layer normal as shown.

geometry has the advantage that some of the domains
can take deform softly, and that all of the layer normals
are swept to the north pole on the unit sphere. An illustration of the realignment from the deformation gradient λ = δ + λxz xz is shown in Fig. 14. It can be seen
from the figure that those domains that are soft reach
full alignment extremely quickly, in a strain of less than
1, whereas those requiring a large movement of the layer
normal again have to undergo extensive shearing to reach
the aligned position.
V.

DISCUSSION

The calculations presented in this paper based on modelling a SmC elastomer as a nematic with embedded layers and with restricted director motion suggest many interesting experiments. An experimental test of soft elasticity, and the associated microstructure has been suggested elsewhere [11]. However, even without soft elasticity, the elastic behaviour of SmC elastomers has rich
behaviour, with the possibility of complex microstructures if rigid clamps are used to impose deformations.
In other liquid crystal elastomer systems it has been observed that whilst the formation of a microstructure may
affect for example the birefringence of the sample dramatically, it does not much increase the elastic stiffness.
We anticipate a similar behaviour in this system.
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FIG. 14: The top plot shows the paths of the layer normals,
and the lower plot shows the paths of the director projected
onto the xy plane, as the system is realigned in the geometry
of Fig. 13. The value of the deformation λxz along a particular
path is marked, and contours of equal λxz are highlighted.
Here r = 2, θ = 0.5 and B = 60.

The analysis of the aligning polydomain samples shows
that the model used here is consistent with the experimental procedures of aligning SmC polydomains. However it does raise the question of why such large deformations are required in comparison to experimental alignment? It also illustrates a problem, in theory at least,
with the current geometry of the shear induced alignment: the population of layer normals is split into two.
It is well known that the low symmetry of the SmC
phase allows a dipole moment to be defined from the
cross product of n and k. The deformations reported
in §III A and III B do not change the orientation of the
polarization. The polarization is rotated in the soft part
of the deformation of §III C, but remains invariant after
the soft mode has finished. The piezoelectric properties
are thus intimately related to the soft deformation, where
large reorientations of the director and layer normal occur. These reorientations also occur in the polydomain
deformations considered in §IV.
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VI.

CONCLUSIONS

The three deformations considered in §III illustrate
how a SmC elastomer responds to a variety of deformations. The initial soft response is a consequence of
the freedom of the director, which can rotate around the
layer normal. After the sample reaches its maximum soft
extension the director then has no freedom and is a slave
of the layer normal. The response of the SmC elastomer
is then principally due to the reorientation of the layer
normal away from the direction of maximum elongation.
Once the soft mode has been extracted, the only distinct
deformations that the elastomer can undergo are elongations perpendicular to the layer normal, and shears
perpendicular to the layer normal. An example of how a
deformation can be decomposed was given in §III C.
Various testable experimental predictions can be made
of the theory in this paper, for example on stretching a
monodomain parallel to the layer normal specific features
of the stress strain curve can be calculated. The extent
of the soft plateau is predicted by Eq. (18), as well as the
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